ABSTRACT. Estimates for the magnitude of nonanalytic cusp forms are obtained via the theory of the Selberg transformation and Fourier coefficient estimates.
Introduction.
Let T be a finitely generated Fuchsian group of the first kind, acting on U -{t/t = x + iy, y > 0}. Let 7 denote a fundamental domain of T with inequivalent parabolic cusps si,...,sp.
We consider the nonanalytic normalized eigenfunctions for T, solutions of the eigenvalue problem (1.1) y2(uxx + uyy) + Xu = 0
with u E L2(T\)i), the T-invariant functions on M with finite norm given by the scalar product (f,9) = / ï(r)W)(dr), (dr) = y~2 dxdy.
We assume further that our eigenfunctions are cusp forms. This requires that A = Aj■ = tj(l -tj), tj -1/2 -f try, j = 1,2,3,..., belong to the discrete spectrum which is uniform in r, follows from the theory of the resolvent kernel for the Laplace operator (see [5, p. 274] ). This paper contains improvements on the results given above.
Select G > 0 large enough so that for any r in 7 there is at most one i so that yi > C. Define k = k(t) as follows:
It is clear that there is Go > 0 so that yK > Go for any r in 7.
THEOREM 1. // 1/2 < a < 3/4 and k = k(t), then \e](T)\<C(a)(l + r2«)yl'2-2a.
In particular, the bound ey(r) <C (1 + r • ) /io/ds uniformly in t, while for r fixed \e](r)\<C(r,e)(l + r)^)
holds for any given e > 0.
The following inequality is better if r approaches a cusp.
THEOREM 2. IfyK> ry/8 and k = k(t), then e,-(r)< e^^rVV2*»«!/-1/2.
Theorem 2 is the result of a simple estimate for the coefficients in the expansions (1.2). The estimate, which may be of some independent interest, is given as Theorem 3 in the next section. The first theorem results from using Selberg's theory of point pair invariants to construct a kernel with a stronger singularity and large eigenvalues than the resolvent kernel.
2. Poincaré series. In this section we state results about Poincaré series and Eisenstein series that will be needed later. Ulo(r; s) -6k,iy3k « 6k,iVÍ " «M»* + (« " l)"1^"8
uniformly for 1 < s < 2, and t E 7.
We can now establish the estimate for the Fourier coefficients of the cusp forms. Since by (2.4) \Ulm(r,s)\<e-^yyf+ £ yfM
we have (Ulm, Ulm) <C log2(|m| + 5) with the choice of s given above. Theorem 2 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3, (2.3) and (1.2).
3. Estimation of the point pair invariant. Selberg's theory shows us that the ej satisfy integral equations of the form h(rJ)ej(r)= f k(T,T')e3(T')(dr' ) provided that k is a point pair invariant. This means that k is a function of the hyperbolic distance ci(t, r'), satisfying suitable conditions of growth and regularity.
If (see [6, p. We will construct k by choosing h(r) = (4 + r2)~p~1/2 with 0 < p < 1/2. This gives, by (3.1),
where V is the gamma function and Kp is the Bessel function. The series expansion Kp in powers of u gives
Termwise differentiation shows {(x -x>-t)2 + (y-y')2}'2 dt « (yy')2\y -y'\~3. E Ht, £/V) « (to')2 / {(* -x1-t)2 + (y-y')2}"2 dt n J-00 < (yy')2\y-y'\~3-As in the proof of Lemma 2, this term satisfies the stated inequality. Finally we consider the difference D(t,t') defined by +00 D(t,t')= E k(T,UnT')-k0(T,r')
The following lemma contains the estimate for D that we require.
LEMMA 4. If 7y/8 < y' < 9y/8 and y ± y' then D(t,t') <<(yy')1/2-p + (ro')1/2-p E «» -y')' + (* -*' -^)2}P"1/2 |n|<3 •1 + (ra')1/2-p E /"{(»-y')2 + (x-x'-n-t)2y-"2dt. This estimate allows j^KK(T,r')e0(r')(dT') = E j^o^r^^dT') r¿\r = / yK dyK / fco(rK, rK)ed(r ) dxK. Jo JO
Since ko(TK,r'K) does not depend on x'K and the constant term of the expansion of the ej at the Kth cusp is zero, it follows that the integral above is zero. Therefore h(r3)e3(r) = j K'(T,r')e3(T')(dT'), hence ky(r)|2<|Mry)|2||Ä:*(r,r')|2((ir').
We will estimate the integral above. For r given, and k = k(t), set 7 = Ji U 72, with 7iHr' G J|y^ > Go/2}, 72={r' G J|y^ < G0/2}. E «1+y^2v E E {(*« -<,m -n)2 + du -y;M)2}p-1/2-Note that the first sum on the right of (5.6) can contain at most finitely many terms since yK > Co > 0. The number of terms is bounded above by a constant that is independent of y'K. If yK > Ci, for some sufficiently large Gi > 1 then the sum contains no terms. It follows that I I2
(5-7) / E W) « !+Ci EE / {(^-x'K-n)2+(yK-y'K)2}2p-\dr'K).
Jf\ i | JakM7x
The integrals on the right are finite if p > 0. It follows that (5.8) / \K*\2(dr') « 1 + f \D\2(dr'). Setting a = p+ 1/2 and again noting that yK > Go gives Theorem 1 as stated.
6. Remarks. It might be possible to improve the estimate of Theorem 1 by choosing h(r) to be large locally near the desired value of rj. I have not been able to do as well as Theorem 1 with this approach.
It is known, via the methods in [1] , that it is not possible to replace the factor e7rr>/2 in Theorem 3 by eari with a < tt/2.
